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Statement of Steve Vaccaro to New York City Council Transportation Committee, November 20, 2014 

Thank you for the opportunity to speak. Our city is doing a great many things right when it comes to 
encouraging cycling and making us a national and international leader in sustainable, healthy transportation.  Others 
will speak to what we're doing right, and the best way to fine tune the infrastructure and education.  Thank you so 
much to the members of this committee and your colleagues in the council who have done so much to build on the 
successes of the Blomberg administration's cycling policies. 

I'm going to focus my comments on the role of law enforcement in making and keeping New York City the 
national leader in making cycling safe and popular means of transportation. And I'll say that probably the biggest 
threat to our leadership in this area is arbitrary, heavy-handed summonsing and downright harassment of cyclists by 
NYPD. 

People who know me or have heard me speak on this topic know that while I represent cyclists for a living, 
and I'm a strong advocate for cycling, I'm not an advocate for cyclists breaking the law. Our law office receives 
probably ten to twenty calls a week from cyclists who've gotten a traffic ticket. We tell these people well, did you go 
through the red light? Did you ride on the sidewalk? If you broke the law, you have to pay! I have very little 
sympathy for cyclists who think traffic rules are for someone else.  

In 1978, when I first began cycling for transportation in the city, that's how it was. There were so few 
cyclists, you could do whatever you pleased, it was like you were invisible to the police. Now we have hundreds of 
thousands of daily cyclists in New York, we've come of age as a transportation mode, and yes, cyclists have to 
follow the traffic rules not only for safety but also fairness to our fellow New Yorkers in traffic. 

But what we find is that the way the police enforce the traffic rules against cyclists is too often unfair, 
arbitrary and counterproductive. My very first legal work on behalf of cyclists back in 2006 concerned NYPD 
policing of group bicycle rides. Police were using discriminatory enforcement as a tool to shut down particular 
group rides. The cyclists and the bike clubs sued in federal and state court and the city ended up paying just under a 
million dollars in damages.1  Links to that and the other things I'll be discussing are in the footnotes to my written 
statement. 

And what I learned in that litigation was that everything a police officer learns about bicycling at the police 
academy, fits on about one page, and it goes like this: look out for cyclists, because they are often working as 
lookouts for gangs or couriers for drug dealers. When we did our discovery in 2007, 2008 we didn't receive one 
piece of paper to suggest that NYPD officers were trained to view cycling as a legitimate alternative means of 
transportation, or to teach them about the traffic laws that apply to cyclists. 

And unfortunately, the NYPD experience with Critical Mass for the period from 2004 through the present 
has only created more misunderstanding and antagonism between cyclists and police. Many of the cyclists who 
participated in those rides are just as much to blame for that as the police. These enormous excessive critical mass 
details the NYPD sets up each month, where police outnumber cyclists two-to-one and chase them around the city 
was the hallmark of the Blomberg administration's enforcement approach towards cyclists. 

Thousands of police officers were in essence trained to resent and arbitrarily summons cyclists during these 
monthly confrontations, and that was 99% of the training and experience these officers had with cyclists, and as the 
need for cycling traffic law enforcement grew, many of these thousands of officers took what they learned at critical 
mass and applied it to their everyday traffic interaction with, and their general attitudes towards cyclists. And it cost 
many millions of dollars of unnecessary police overtime pay to instill that antagonism. 

And the antagonism spilled over into all of the NYPD-cyclist interactions, not just once a month at Critical 
Mass.  In the later Bloomberg years, cyclists were saying "this is a schizophrenic administration when it comes to 
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bikes: on the one hand DoT wants to give us this beautiful safe infrastructure, on the other hand the NYPD is 
harassing us with garbage summonsing every day." 

As a result, nowadays when you have police law enforcement activity concerning cyclists, you have not so 
much police enforcing the laws, as police acting out those negative attitudes and misunderstandings about cycling. 
In the last month alone, I was alerted to two different cycling traffic law enforcement efforts by police, both of 
which were entirely illegitimate.  

In one, officers of Midtown South Precinct were writing summonses to cyclists riding on the left side of 5th 
avenue in midtown, which is perfectly legal.  Day in, day out they were writing these summonses to every cyclist on 
the left side of the street.  The officers were relying on a state law that New York City has superseded.  It doesn’t 
apply here. But no one is teaching police officers that the City and the State bicycle traffic rules aren't the same.2   

To the credit of Midtown South, I raised the issue with them, they admitted their mistake and they voided 
all of the summonses they had written within the previous day. But there were still numerous cyclists who had 
received these garbage summonses the previous week, who have to go to traffic court. 

Something very similar happened the day after the tragic death of Jill Tarlov in Central Park, struck by a 
cyclist while on foot. The Central Park Precinct was out in force the next day ticketing cyclists, including criminal 
court summonses for the misdemeanor of "reckless driving." Now who thinks reckless driving applies to cyclists?  It 
doesn't. It requires operation of a motor vehicle.  But no one told the officers that before they sent them out to "go do 
law enforcement on cyclists." To her credit the Central Park Precinct Commander admitted the mistake, and tried to 
have the summons voided. But it was too late. I have a client facing a trial in criminal court next month.3 

In all the calls that come into our office what we hear again and again is that police are issuing criminal 
court summonses to cyclists when they should be writing traffic tickets, that the enforcement is focused on Latino 
and Asian delivery cyclists and in black neighborhoods, and that the summonses aren't targeted at unsafe or reckless 
cycling. Rather these fish in the barrel situations where most of the cyclists are breaking the same traffic rule the 
same way in the same spot because this safe to do so and there is no danger or conflict being created. 

On this issue of targeting working class cyclists, I raised it at a meeting held earlier this week by 
Councilmember Kallos to address cycling issues in his district. I commend him for holding that meeting it was very 
helpful.  We had a dialogue including most of the stakeholders, including the NYPD. But my question was, how is it 
that I live on the Upper East Side since 2001, I ride a bike about 20 miles every day just to commute  along the 
length of Manhattan, and I've never gotten a ticket even though my local precinct—the 19th—gives out more cycling 
summonses than any other precinct?  

And the response from the police was “you're the first guy I've ever heard who said ‘give me a traffic 
ticket.’" Now that's not exactly what I said. I told them you have to do it even-handedly. You can’t cover delivery 
cyclists in a blizzard of summonses and then ignore commuter and recreational cyclists.  And it’s not just a problem 
on the Upper East Side, we get calls at our office from Central Brooklyn, parts of the Bronx, and other 
neighborhoods with excessive ticketing of black and Latino cyclists.  More often than not it is a criminal court 
summons for a misdemeanor for riding on the sidewalk. That's that police academy training--cyclists are likely to be 
drug couriers and gang lookouts. It's giving too many young people a criminal record when at the most they should 
have gotten a traffic ticket. And it’s because of a lack of training, antagonism toward cyclists, and the attitude that a 
criminal summons is more appropriate because bikes aren’t a legitimate form of traffic, so why give a traffic ticket? 

Now I don't lay all the blame for this on police, because the traffic laws that apply to cyclists are much 
more complicated than anyone gives them credit for. I have a chart that I use when I give talks to cyclists about 
cycling law. Even before you get to the issue of what does a particular bicycle traffic law or rule mean, there are 14 
steps you have to go through before you can even know which law or rule applies.  There are state and local statutes, 
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and there are state and local rules. Some of the local rules supersede the state laws, others just supplement them. 
Sometimes the default rule that bikes follow the same rules as cars applies, but many times it does not.  Fourteen 
questions to answer before you even know what rule applies. 

And then many officers use these cheat sheets4 that have just the title of the rule without any explanation of 
what the rule actually provides. They work off the cheat sheets, not the text of the law. That's how one cyclist got a 
ticket for "carrying articles" while bicycling, because she had a bag with her on her bike.  The traffic infraction of 
"carrying articles" requires that the cyclist be carrying something so large that they can't keep at least one hand on 
the handlebar. But the police have the cheat sheet, all it says is "carrying articles", so they ticket someone with a 
handbag who has both hands on the handlebars.5 

I'll comment briefly on Councilmember Treyger's bill about cycling while using portable electronic 
devices. The bill is well-intentioned, but I think it could create more trouble than it solves. For all the hundreds of 
cyclists our firm has represented and the thousands of inquiries we’ve received, our firm has have ever heard a crash 
where the cyclist was using a cellphone. So the first issue is, is there really a problem that requires addressing.  

Second, the bill as proposed is ambiguous at best when it comes to the devices cyclists use as speedometers 
and for navigation. As I read the law, even if a cyclist has an electronic computer stationary on the handlebars, if the 
device has a push button that the cyclist uses while riding, it's not in "hands free mode" and you've committed a 
violation under this legislation. So that’s a huge problem with this bill. 

 And look at what NYPD is doing already with cellphone use and cycling.  They write hundreds of tickets a 
year even though it isn’t even illegal yet!6 What can we expect of it does become illegal? I’ll be getting calls from 
cyclists ticketed for pushing a button on a stationary handlebar mount speedometer or other device.  I also predict 
it’s going to become a very popular summons in working class neighborhoods.   

“Oh look, there’s a kid in front of the bodega, on the sidewalk, not riding but sitting on the bike, and he has 
a phone in his hands.  Maybe it’s a drug courier or a gang lookout on a bike.  Let’s send him to criminal court for 
sidewalk cycling and a traffic ticket for texting while cycling while we’re at it. Two birds with one stone.” 

So my message is keep it simple. Police should enforce the rules against cyclists failing to yield to 
pedestrians, riding on the sidewalk and riding against the flow of traffic. Enforce those laws even-handedly for 
delivery, commuter, and recreational cyclists.  End the schizophrenic approach of the Bloomberg administration.  
And when you do enforce it, don't turn it into a criminal charge when it’s really just a traffic violation.  You have the 
support of the vast majority of cyclists if you keep it simple and stick to that law enforcement approach. By adding 
new laws you're more likely to add confusion and error, than safety or order.   

But if you really feel the need to add a new law to the mix, if the legislator in you is just bursting out 
uncontrollably to legislate in this area, there is a much bigger and more important loophole in the bicycling laws that 
you should address: bicycling while drunk. There is no law against that. And I’ll be the first to tell you that  cycling 
while drunk has caused numerous injuries and worse.  That is a subject worthy of careful legislative action after 
doing some fact-finding and speaking to the leaders of the cycling community. You can prevent crashes and save 
lives.  

But this ill-conceived texting while cycling bill that has rushed onto the scene without broad consultation 
with the cycling community is just going to leave us mired even more deeply in the flawed law enforcement 
paradigm we should be trying to escape.  I urge you to table it and maintain New York’s leadership as the best 
cycling city in North America by focusing on police training and reform of law enforcement practices concerning 
cyclists. 
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